Adobe® Acrobat® Connect Pro
Easy-to-use Web Meeting Service for PC and Mac
Integrated with our ExpressDial on-demand audio conferencing service, Adobe
Acrobat Connect Pro offers the ease of instant conferencing and large webinar
events. Designed to work on both a Mac and PC, Adobe works with 98% of
computers that have the Adobe® Flash® player -- no plug-ins or extra
installations needed. Save money and improve productivity by holding meetings
or conducting sales calls and trainings.

Why Adobe Connect?
No Download
Moderators and
participants do not need a
download or plug in to use
Adobe. There is no need
to reconfigure firewalls.
Adobe also works with
Macs and PCs

Most Popular Features
Screen Share
Share your screen by opening
your desktop, an application
or just a designated window
area.

Integrated Audio
With integrated audio,
recording is a breeze and
the experience for you and
your attendees is
seamless.
Outlook Integration
Send meeting invitations
through Outlook and
include the URL to your
meeting.
One Tool - Many Uses
Use for internal meetings,
HR training, sales
presentations and lead
generation. A flexible
service to meet your many
needs.
Simple User Interface
Adobe is easy-to-learn and
easy-to-use. The screens
are designed to be simple
and intuitive.
Customizable
Brand your meeting space
and give users a
customized experience.
Keep the same URL for
every meeting.

Audio Conferencing
Control ExpressDial integrated
audio conferencing service
right from the web interface.

Whiteboard
Markup what is being shared.
Works like a meeting room
whiteboard.

Webcam Video
See participants on your
webcam and add video
conferencing to the call.

Chat
Instant message one or all of
your participants without
interrupting the meeting.

Personalized URL
Keep a permanent URL so
that participants can always
use the same link to attend a
meeting.

A Full-Featured Service for Meetings, Trainings and Events
•Application and desktop sharing
•Shared notes pane
•Integrated PowerPoint® viewer
•Interactive whiteboard and annotation tools
•Personal recordings
•Audio conferencing controls
•Webcast - Stream audio over the Internet

•Outlook® integration for invitations
•Webcam video
•Speaker indicator
•Handout distribution
•Meeting reports
•Meeting content and storage tools
•Registration and reminders

Available
on a subscription
basis or basis
a pay-per-minute
basis
Available
on a subscription
for untimed
usage.
or

Available on a pay-per-minute basis with NO set-up fees.
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